
EUCCA Annual General Meeting, 
September 26th 2023

“How do we address the ongoing scourge of 
Graffiti in Edgemont and elsewhere”?



“All of these photos are recent and were taken 
within a small radius of where we are meeting 

tonight” (Highlands Church)



These photos were taken just after a EUCCU General 
meeting on September 14th 2023



This photo was taken on September 20th , At the back of 
Grosvenor building on Ayr



These are photos taken recently in the 
neighbourhood of various acts of 

vandalism on various surfaces. 

Bus Stop at Capilano and Ridgewood



Stone wall behind Capilano and Ridgewood



In the Heart of the Edgemont 
Village Neighbourhood

Graffiti at park 3151 Connaught across from Thrifty's



Example of wood fence Graffiti , Chesterfield and 
Lonsdale



Another example of wood fence Graffiti; It’s everywhere 
and VERY hard to remove



Clothing Box Graffiti, Also VERY difficult to remove, 
Particularly by Non Profits on limited budgets!



Recent concrete wall Graffiti, Just off Lonsdale 
and Queens



When Graffiti is removed and then re-appears….



Wall Graffiti



Dumpster Bin Graffiti



Fence Graffiti, VERY difficult to remove!!









Who do we contact for ByLaw Enforcement?



•These DNV Regulations do NOTHING to 
prevent Graffiti , They are Re-Active rather 

than Pro-Active….

•What can as a community to address this 
intolerable situation?

One is to have the District of North Vancouver consider CCTV Cameras!



What are the real options to curb the epidemic 
of Graffiti in Edgemont and elsewhere?

CCTV Cameras in London UK have been HIGHLY effective to battle
Soccer Violence and Graffiti problems
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